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AGC Partners with Enterprise to Cut Contractor Fleet Costs
The Associated General Contractors of America (AGC), the voice of the construction industry is
thrilled to announce a new benefit for its members. In partnership with Enterprise Fleet Management,
AGC members may now see up to 15 percent savings or more in their fleet operational expenses.
Enterprise Fleet Management, a division of Enterprise Rent-A-Car, manages commercial fleets for
businesses across the country. With 53 fully staffed fleet offices nationwide, Enterprise will analyze
AGC members’ current fleet program and customize the right program specific to the needs of the
each members business.
As part of this program, AGC members will receive discounted fleet pricing on all makes and models
of cars, trucks and vans. On top of all the savings they will bring to you as an AGC member,
Enterprise has also helped negotiate a confidential incentive program with GM specifically for AGC
members and, as the administrator of the program, will ensure that you receive the best pricing
available on vehicle acquisition.
“Vehicle costs are one of the largest operational expenses in contracting businesses,” said Steve
Sandherr, CEO of AGC. “We're pleased to partner with Enterprise Fleet Management and enable our
members to receive a very personalized plan that will make their operations more lean and eventually
make them more efficient and competitive in the bid process.”
Enterprise’s fleet management services are aimed at reducing your overall fleet holding costs. Their
services include vehicle acquisition, funding, aftermarket equipment, maintenance programs, fuel
management, risk management and driver safety, corporate rental, registration, disposal and
reporting. As the nation's largest single purchaser of new vehicles – buying nearly five percent of all
new models made in the U.S. each year – they have more than 850,000 vehicles currently under their
management.
You must be an active AGC member to participate in this exciting new program. For more information,
visit the company’s web site at www.enterprise.com/fleets or call 858-450-2829 at Enterprise Fleet
Management in the San Diego.

